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yes, we've done it

The last issue of the Bulletin was already on the presses when the
word came through that our long sought objective had been won and that
within a few weeks we would have the priviledgeof
operating on the lower
frequencies with frequency shift keyed teletype. ·The regulations were not
exactly what we wanted, much gnashing of teeth being heard about the c.w.
call signing sections, but then this was sugar-coated by the open invitation of the FCC for us to get busy and use the present regulations and
then suggest improvement s , In their own words: "It further appearinr.
that clarification of the proposed requirements for the transmission of
call s i gn s as requested is desirable, ", Full reproduction of the release

and regulations should appear in CQ and QST so I won't fill four pages of
the Bulletin with it.
There has been some confusion among the newer adherents of RTTY about
FSK and AFSK. The new regu 1at ions perm it FSK (frequency sh ift key ing) in
the bands: 3500-3800 kc, 7000-7200 kc, 1~00-1~200 kc, 1~300-1~35O kc. No
new bands have been alloted to AFSK transmission (audio frequency shift
keying) so the old bands of II, 6, 2, and up are still authorized for
this mode of operation.
With FSK the frequency of the transmitter is
shifted 850 cycles and there is no modulation used. With AFSK the transmitter frequency remains unchanged and an audiO tone is used to modulate
the carrier. This audio tone is shifted·in frequency by 850 cycles.
I was a little disappointed to note in the FCC release that only 266
comments were fi led with the FCC on the docket. That means that if no
one except the teletype gang wrote a letter to them there still was less
than half of the gang who bothered. This is a rather large block of complacencyor
indifference. Is it that you who didn't write didn't care
whether we were able to use the low frequencies or did the date for al I
. comments to be in sort of creep up and pass you? I hope it was indifference for that is the much less destructive of the two prerogatives.
If
you intended to write and then didn't, you have let us al I down. Just
suppose that anyone of the several groups who are against RTTY getting
into the low frequencies had put up the meagerest sort of opposition to
us. We were darned lucky. The feel ing that there is someone to do the
job can defeat us. When there is a letter to be written no one else wi II
ever write it for you. Your letter is al I important.
In a couple months
we shal I be wanting the FCC to amend the new regulations with respect to
the call signing procedure.
FULL RESPONSIBILITY
for our success in
this rests squarely on your own personal shoulders.
If you write we can
get what we want, if you don't, we get nothing except what the ARRL wants
us to have.
Standards
In view of the rather varied assortment of equipment which is in the
hands of our members it is probably a good idea to rehash al I of the
operational differences so that we may be able to intercommunicate with
with as Iittle friction as possible.
One center of continuous misery is the "unshift of space" function
which about half of the members have. I am afraid that Johnny Wi IIiams
has created a Frankenstein monster unintentionally by trying to keep
the different types of machines in separate areas. The unshift machines
are mostly out west, while in the east there are few to be found. The
upshot of this is that m~ny fel lows who have been used to using the unshift machines wi II suddenly find that they have to remember to send
the LTRS pu Ise whenever lower case is "desi red or el se the rest of the
gang wi II have to learn to read the $$&@¢ etc. of the upper case alphabet.
RULE:

SEND

THE

"LTRS"

PULSE

v.HENEVER

SHIFTING

TO LOWER CASE.

STANDARDS,

cont'do
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One difference that is of less impnrtance, fortunately, is that of
the BELL key. M:Jstmachines have this function on the upper case "S"
whi Ie the rest of them have it on the blank key. Unless you send both
signals there is no simple way be sure that you are ringing the belI on
the other end.
In order that all machines may have a chance for the carriage to return to the beginning of the Iine it is a present standard that the
"CAR RET", "LINE FEED," and "LTRS" pulses are sent at the end of
each line.
Since we are few in number and many of the gang wi II be wanting to
bui Id crystal controlled transmitters and receivers to combat the drift
it is'important to establ ish calIing frequencies in each band. Some
months ago the frequency of 71ijD was selected for the ijD meter band.
This sti II seems Iike a very good frequency, but of .course the actual
value of it as a permanent parking place wi II be more clearly determined
in time as we have a chance to use it. On twenty meters the cal ling
frequency is I~
kc. This is a fairly clear part of the band and has
Iittle or no c.w. to chop up the FSK signals. The selection on 80
meters was more difficult. Desiring to have the channel on an even ten
kc frequency for ease in checking with a simple 100 kc standard and 10
kc multivibrator brought us up against the rather imposing array of ARRL
nets which have the same idea. After checking with the net directory in
OST one channel was found to'be open: 3620 kc. So, that is it.
Though most commercials and mil itary stations use the center frequency
as the channel freQuency it is much simpler for our purposes to use the
mark freQuency as the channel frequency. This wi I I greatly facilitate
the tuning of receivers and transmitters. Also remember to adjust your
rig to send the space signal 850 cycles lower than the mark frequency.
The 850 cycle shift must be within plus or minus 50 cycles by the new regulations, but the standards of the VHF Teletype Society of plus or minus
10 cycles should be met for optimum communication.
One major change in operating from regular amateur radio is the use of
"ryryry" for the CO call. The rythmic sound of this combination is familiar to us al I and will make a good CQ cal I. Sign your cal I letters after
every two groups of five ry's. Don't forget that you must also Sign your
cal I with c.w. during calIs, before and after each transmission, and every
ten minutes during a transmission.
Teletype operation being what it is we need a new type of standard that
has not before been specifically requested. This is with regards to
listening for new stations to cal I in whi Ie in contact with a station. Let
us make a five second pause between every transmission of a QSO a listen
for any stations trying to ca lI in.
For the time being we should be able to get along with just the cal ling
frequency. As more and more stations get on the bands it may be that we
wi II have to establish regular secondary channels so that after establ ishing contact with a station you can QSY to the operating channel, leaving
the cal ling channel free for auto-call purposes, etc.

f1TTY: VOL.
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This is an eight page publication
of the Southern California
Radio Teletype Society and is professionally
printed, linotype and
all. For a copy ot' the bulletin
"RTTY" write to 3769 East Green
Street, Pasadena 10, California.
Of particular
value in this first
issue is a complete list of the various equipments
in RTTY use. I
appreciate the tremendous
amount of work that went into getting out
this first issue and welcome the gang out there to this costly,
time consuming hobby of bulletin publishing.
"RTTY" is a nice
slick j..,b.
Frank Ford, liE3A3''l.. has ta.ken the bull by the horns and wr f t.t en
ver-y ru co Ier.t.er
' Department of Transport
I'" t.t na on j'i.le all
offic:ial
rPIJuest ••
•• D.O.T.
to allot
t.hc- "Mm"
,:-idJegf!s
t.fJ r hCanadian amateurc,
wi Jl have w I th the np~ r" - . h ti ons . Hi ~ 1 ('I
is here r-eprodrv-ed ill
III since
it r-over-s the
, so wr,}):

"
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78 Branstone Road
Toronto, Ontario
Decenber
29, 1952
Mr. A. Reid
240 Logan A venue
St. Lambert, P.o..
Dear

S:l.r:

I upderstand
that at this time of year the ~les
and regulations
re£arding
the operation of amateur experimental
stations in Canada
corne under review.
In this connection,
I would like to point out the extent of interest in amateur radioteletype
existing in canada, and would like to
further indicate the benefjts of certain rule changes.
Under the present rules RTTY operation is permitted
to use subc·arrier modulation,
Le.,
audio frequency
shift keying (type A2 emission) on VHF.
Thus, RT~[,Y is limited to local working only.
Amateur radio communication
deserves wider ranges than offered
by normal \~ propagation.
To this end, it would be most desirable
to
operate R'rTY on lower frequencies
where use can be made of frequency
shift keying (type F2 emission) permitting
operation
at signal-tonoise ratios of as low as 5 db.
(Voice communication
requires a minimum of 20 db SiN, 30 db is desirable;
CW requires of the order of 15o!
It is interesting
to note just what these db mean: Imagine, e.g.,'
an AM radiotelephone
transmitter
operating at 71.4 watts input (this
is an average representative
power).
And further, imagine another
station just copyin& this station with a noisy backgroundo
This represents the 20 db SIN case just referred to. Now, if this station
wants to be clearly copied (30 db SiN) he must raise his power by
30-20, or 10 db, and must run 714 watts input, the legal limit.
On
CW (15 db SiN) the power could be reduced by 20-15, or 5 db, and the
power input required would be 22 watts.
If, on the other hand, the
transmission
was RTTY, the power could be lowered by 20-5, or 15 db,
and only 2.2 watts input would be required.
Summarised,
we have these representative
conditions:
A3 emission, 100% copy
714 watts
A3 emission, noisy
71.4 watts
Al emission, 100% copy
22 watts
Fl emission (RTTY), 100% copy
2.2 watts
The bandwidth
required for standard speed teletype
(nominal 60
wpm) transmission
is only slightly in excess of a well adjusted CW
transmission
at 30 wpm.
The required bandwidth
is an exceedingly
small percentage
of the total spectrum space occupied by an AM signal.
An interesting
sidelight is to note that the management
of commercial radio circuits have long realized the superiority
of RTTY, as
shown by the gradual replacing
of CW by RTTY signals commercially.
Interest in amateur RTTY is strong.
Well established
local networks are now operating in the U.S.A. where recent conservative
estimates place the number of active ststions in excess of five hundred.
Here in greater Toronto there are at least five or six stations equipped with the necessary RTTY gearo
Some of the stations now operate on
VHF, while others await low frequency
authorization
for type Fl emission.
I have talked with a felY boys similarly
set up in Montreal;
rumor has it that a ham in London is equipped -- but we cannot have
intercity QSO's -- yet.
I myself have installed
the teletype gear necessary
to operate
my station, VE3AKO, using type F2 emissiono
There is a proposal
(Docket 10073) before the FCC requesting,
in
part, Fl RTTY privileges
on portions
of the "cw exclusive"
parts of .
the 160, 80, 40, and 20 meter bands.
I should like very much to be allowed type Fl emission on low
frequency bands.
Specifically,
I see no reason why our licenses
should not grant type Fl emission for RTTY wherever
en exclusive
type
Al authorization
exists.
I hope the Depar-t.nen t of 'rranslJort will feel inclined
to further
the technical development
of amateur radio in this respect.
Very truly yours,
Frank A. Ford, P. Eng.
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Every now and then I get a letter from someone who wants me to
ask John Williams about something "the next time" I "talk t hi 11
This usually has to do with an unanswered
letter or Somp. Pi~ce ~f'
equipment that hasn't come yet.
A few words of clarification
are
perhaps in order about John and his mail problem.
First, it should
be understood
that John has a store and works at making a living
for himself, ,his wife, I>.nddaughter whenever there is not too much
RTT~ stuff to do.
In the line of teletype he has about ten major
proJects on the fire which require construction
and testing' he is
on the air several times a day talking with the local gang (two
meters); he types up special bulletins
and runs them off with his
tape equipment;
talks on the phone an hour or two a day to local TT
gang or out-of-town
visitors; has visitors out to the store at least
once a week and spends from four to sIx hours on each of them' handles all of the details on the procurement
and distribution
or' all of
the commercial
teletype equipment that gets directly into ham hands'
spends sev~ral days every now and then on a special RTTY demonstrat:
ion or proJect such as the election return circuit
t'ne Xm
s ~ "
tc
d
'
as message
e.v~ce, e c., an he answers letters.
In short, John has just about devoted his whole life to RTTY.
Ask his wife;
How, with all of this workloa~he
can get any letters answered is
miraculous.
He has worked out a rather fixed pattern for handlin
correspondence
(mine as well as everybody elses).
Letters with
in them get first attention.
Equipment
is usually on order within
a few days after the check comes in (make checks payable to John
Williams).
Orders for blueprints
take only a couple days. Letters
that can be answered with a form letter usually go out in a week
Letters that require a personal answer twce time and have a par
about four weeks.
Chit-chat letters probably won! t be answered at
all since they are supposed to come to me
not hi
'
Both John and I notice that the bulk of the qu:;tions that are
asked have been well covered in the CQ column during the 1 t
Therels a lot of meat on them there bones so it might be aaso ~e~~.
to look uack and refresh your memory. Check the Bulletin to~.o
~ ea
v

:
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Advertisement
AN/APA-10
APN-9
APR-4
APA-5
ARC-l
ARC-3
ART-13
ATC
BC-221
BC-312
BC-342
BC-348
BC-61 eE
BC-614
DY-12
DY-17
GN-45
GN-58
PE-l ~3
PE-104
PE-237
RA-34
RA-62
TCS-6 OR HIGHER
RTA-1B
SCR-694
TECHNICAL ~ANUAlS
TRANSMITTING TUBES
RADAR TUBES
TEST EQUIPUENT WITH ~TS"
OR "I"
PREFIX.

Advertisement

WA NTEDl. .•••
~I--4••

WANTED!

4(

WANTED!

•

WANTED!

•

WANTED

PHONE: LYNN 8-3100

TOM HOWA~D - WIAFN
Af\F\OWAPPLI ANCE COMPANY
BOX 19
BOSTON I, MASSACHUSETTS
War Surplus Electronic Equipment
of
ANY KIND!, particularly
those listed. Als? any TELETYPE equipments,
accessorles,
or parts.
Technical
manuals, espeCially
reference type
manuals such as Signal Corps catalogs, directories,
lists, etc.
We want to BUY, or trade for new or
used HAM EQUIPMENT,
the eqUipments
listed in this ad; parts, cables,
power supplies, controls, loading
COils, or accessories
that are
basic components
(BC) of these sets.

* *** *
Please describe your equipment carefully and, if pOSSible,
tell us
what you think is a fair price for
it.

~ICHMOND c-09

I

~OM HOWA~D -WIAF\
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DIFFE~ENCES

Though most of the information
on the differences
between the neveral models of t e letypewr i t er-s has teen mentioned in CQ and in the
Bulletin, it is probably a good idea to go over this subject again so
as to refresh your memory.
In a few weeks many of you will be working
fellows with these machines.
Many of the letters that have come in
recently show that there is a lot of confusion about the different models of printers.
The two major components
of the teletypewriter
are the printer unit
and the keyboard unit.
Electrically
there are actually four parts to
the system: keyboard, transmitting
distributor
(TD), receiving
distributor (RD), and printer.
The model 12 printer uses six magnets, five to
select the letter to be printed, and the sixth to print the letter. The
keyboard, TD, and RD are located on the keyboard unit. Both units have
a motor builtin.
The printer uses page type paper and operates \Oli
th
the type basket fixed and the platen and paper moving.
The model 2lA
printer unit requires about the same signals to operate as the model 12
since it also has six magnets.
The 2lA has no motor, however, and uses
the sixth magnet as a power source to print the letter and advance the
paper strip upon which it prints.
Use of the 21A instead of the 12
printer results in much quieter operation,
though some operators do not
like the tape as well as the page print.
The 2lA does not have any RD
and therefore must either be used with the model 12 RD or else the RD
that comes with the punched tape equipment.
The 21A does not have any
keyboard or TD either, being just a printer unit, and therefore must be
used in conjunction
with either a home-made keyboard or a keyboard ,from
some other model machine.
The model 14 also prints on paper tape, but it uses a mechanical RD
system, thereby requiring
only one magnet instead of six.
This greatly
simplifies
the electrical problem of reducing the noise for radio use.
The model 12 clicks have been reduced in sever~l different ways: filters
in the leads sometimes do the job, a vacuum tube keyer does fine, and
replacement
of the wiring with shielded wires has been reported successful.
The model 14 has just one motor, it being mounted on the printer
unlt.
The keyboard unit has a small gear that meshes with the motor to
furnish power for the TD.
The model 15 printer unit also uses only one magnet.
It has a moving
basket of type and the platen and paper stay still.
The keyboard of the
15, like the 14, derives its power from the printer motor.
These mac~ines are still in wide commercial use today and are very expensive. Many
of these models were sold as surplus after the war, but most of them
were wheedled from the amateurs and sold for commercial purposes.
The model 26 is quite similar to the 15, the principle
differences
being use of a type-wheel instead of a type basket and the movement of
the paper inst~ad of the type.
The converted typewriter
of John Williams, W2BFD, serves as a keyboa!'
only and requires some sort of TD before standard teletype Signals can
be obtained.
The TD can either be a home brew job or else a unit such
as comes with the tape equipment.
Thus, with the model 2lA printer, a
tape distributor,
and a converted typewriter you would have a complete
teletypewriter.

POLAR ~ELAYS
Bulletin #18 mentioned
the availability
of some unusual polar relays from a Brooklyn ham.
Since these relays are just what we all
need I went out ~nd bought all he had left.
These units are nothing
short of terrific.
For $3.50 there is the 7 winding relay with two
110 ohm windings,
two 160 ohm windings,
two 20 ohm, and one 1000 ohm.
The relay is extremely compact and is built like a watch.
The base
is plug-in and the whole unit fits into a protecting
can with /3, folding handle. Size: ]'1 high, It'' wide, l"deep! Weight: 6 oz.
The other
polar relay is slightly larger and has two 80 ohm windings. This unit
has a banana type plu~-in base and is 3t" high, 2" wide
and 3/4" in
thickness.; Weight: 72 oz.
It has callibrated
screws
the contacts
and is very carefully constructed.
All of the units are brand new.
Please include 25; postaGe per relay.
If you are ever going to want
a small light weight polar relay now is the time to get one.

0;

MORE MODEL 21A PRINTERS
W9SPT, George Boyd, and W9JBT ordered machines from John in October
and are awaiting their arrival.
JBT has his receiving converter done
and is working on the auto-call system.
George had quite a bit of experience with teletJTe equipment in Korea where he was a tech rep for
Philco.
He likes my column in CQ. A fine man.
W2RWV, Leonard Rawles: "I have built a d.c. power supply inside the
left hand front of the tape perforator
so that it is independent
of
the other equipment.
I used a 300 ma. selenium rectifier and a couple
of capaci t or-s along with a protective
resistor. Plenty of room. I now
have a detector panel built up using dual Selectojets
feeding twin
tuned amplifiers
to a control tube output to a 2l5A polar relay. It
can be tuned to about any audio frequency, mark or space.
It seems to
have a very narrow band-width
and was very easy to build on account of
being all electronic wiring."
w4KFK, Frank Schwartz, Nashville,
has written a nice letter indicating
his interest in TT and avowing a taste for my CQ column.
Frank is a
bit worried about plunging into the construction
of the filters and no
doubt will be comforted to find out that self construction
of these
gadgets is not necessary
since they are available for $16 a set of four
from John Williams.
w8QKF, Larry Naylor, suggests a rewrite of the original construction
instructions
for the W2BFD filters, complete with brand names and numbers.
This is a good idea, must I be the one to do it?
W7TBE, Bill Brunner, up in Seattle, has made the big step and ordered
his printer.
There certainly is a lot of activity in the northwest,
guess there will be no shortage of W7's on 40 meters.

TELETYPE
~

WE BUY ...
all kinds

of

Quote lowed prices in
lint letter

MANHATTAN
P. O.
R[

ONOO

ELECTRONICS
BOX

BEACH.

41 I
CAlIf:ORNIA

YOIlr

Got a phone call fron John the other day as the result of another
emergency.
It seems t ha t an o t.her- bunch of model 21A printers will be
available soon and some $$$ are needed to save them from destruction.
When you consider that there are only a few hundred of the machines in
existance in the whole country you can appreciate the problem. We must
not allow any teletype printers to be lost.
John can afford to buy a
few of the machines,
but he is in no position to save them all. He
needs about $1000 or so. Any angels in the audience?
Everyone
of you
are going to want one or more of these machines sometime, and we will
be having many new members that cannot get any other types of eqUipment,
90 how about sending
in to John right now for a 21A and storing it for
your future use or for some member yet to come?
Send a check for $25
to John Williams.
38-06 61st Street, Woodside, LINY.

DON'T JUMP THE GUN!!!
The low frequency bands open up on February 20, 1953 at midnight.
Please don't cause us all embarrassment
by running tests before the
deadline.
Dunno how many of you have a TV station with the new Charles Laughton film series on it, but if it is there don't miss it.
I am mw{ing tapes of the 'series here and will send them out to those interested as they become available.

DE W2NSD
A rather strange conception
seems to have formed in the minds of
a few of the TT gang to the effect that I should set up a workshop
for building and testing various teletype gadgets and circuits, and
maybe even work out new .ones. Such a notion, if it exists, does not
agree with reality.
My function has been merely to aid comr~nication
between amateurs interested
in teletype and to arouse interest and
sympathy for what we are doine among the amateurs in general.
With
this then as my function you may appreciate
that all circuits and data
which I put out must come from letters sent in by you.
In this light
you may better understand
the importance
of your contributions.
Take for ex amp Le the circuit for the conversion
of the 32V oscillator for FSK.
The official Collins conversion
circuit was sent in
first by H6ITH, who had tried it successfully.
Since the publication
of this circuit quite a few of you have used it.
Recently
I received
a letter from a member saying that he had tried the circuit and had
been unable to get it to work with the values given. Another member
called to point out a misplaced
component
(C-I03 actually goes from
RFto
ground, not to B plus) and noted that he had the circuit working nicely.
How many of you have used tbis circuit with success (or
fajlure) and not written?
If you did it with the listed components
that would be valuable knowledge
to those who are about to tackle it.
If it was necessary
to make some changes (or improvements)
thjs would
be of even more interest.
I have gotten no such letters I
I doubt if there is one of you that has not found out something of
interest to rest of us.
Why not think this over and jot down any
hints that you may have discovered
or heard which could be of use?
'lhat problems have you met and conquered?
Did any conquer you?
Have
any of you gotten the 2lA working yet?
How, exactly, did you do this?
No one has yet sent me connecting
data to allow use of the 21A with
existing equipment,
though many of you have figured this out. l{ust I
buy a 21A, work out the conversion,
and then publish the information?
Is this fair?
Answering your letters, writing the Bulletin and the CQ column have
usurped more than all of my hamming time.
Tbus I have neither the
time to convert my model 12 to low frequency
operation,
nor the time
to use it once it is converted.
RTTY is as bad a time stealer as TV
in my experience,
So far reason has outweighed
emotion and I have resisted each nip of the TT bug for low freqs.
One of these days I may
succumb, but then the Bulletin and column will have to go.
Bark worse than bite department:
my ran ting and frothing for you
to write letters is calculated
since I too know how difficult it is
to acrt. aL'Ly sit down and get a letter out.
Please don't feel guilty
or aT~ .og Lz e for not having written for I expect yo\:..
not to write and
then ~. very pleased when you surprise me.
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USUAL BOOK REVIEWS

Your eager-beaver book reviewer has'been at it again and comes forth
ith the following glowing accounts of the books read recently.
~THE ILLUSTRATED MAN" by Ray Bradbury; Bantam 991; 251; 246p.
Thia is good science-fiction, although I find that I am, at last,
tiring of his consistent ironic twists.
~
"NEW STORIES OF TIME AND, SPACE" by Raymond Healy; Pocket ~ook 908; 25)'-·
All in ~ll, an interesting collection of short stor~es by the
best known science-fiction authors written especially for this
book. Some, of course, were dull, but some were worth the price
of the book.
"
1 I ti t t e :
"U.S. submarine Op.eratio]1$in 'World War II by the U.S. Nava
ns
u ,
B1. and large ~hi.,abook should have been edited from its 577 pages
($10) down to about 250. There arc a lot of very exciting incid
t in it and a lot of trivia.
Though the book endeavors to
t:~lSthe c~lete
story of the submarines in the last war it falls
short for having undertaken such an impossible task. Many of the
really dramatic operations are dismissed with a short paragraph
or sentence, while others are given fair treatment.
Most?f
the
data from which the stories were ~itten
came from the offlcial
reports and hence lack the human detail and warmth.
"THE NAKED EYE" by Cobean; Pocket Book 899; 251; 160 p.
cartoons b"y Cobean and wonderfuL
"PERISHABLE POEMS" by .Toaeph Newman; World; $2.75;
136 pages of rather dull poems. Now and then one was as amusing
as the r-e.at tried. to be, but not often.
"HIGH FIDELITY SIMFLliF]En" by Harold Weiler; Rider; $2.50; 208 pages.
Simplified to where a ham can understand it anyway.
This is a
good book fo,r getting an·understanding of some of the fundamen- .
tala of high fidelity.
It is better on the detail than the basic
theories though, giving pictures of component parts and equipment.
"DR. HOWES DISCUSSES; HUMANICS" 144 pages; $2.50.
Somewhat pre·tentious presentation of excerpts from various talks
and discussions of Dr. Ronald Howes. Excellent philosophy, with
quite a few new ideas on human beings and mental therapy.

SKETCHES
I ould like' to run little thumbnail sketches of the active RTTY
membe;s in CQ. Items like who you are, what you do, where you live,
what you have done with RTTY, how you got interested in TT, what other
interests you might have, etc. Mostly etc. With this sketch there
will be a amall photo.
This sketch can be written by yourself, wife,
or another TT'er. Let not modesty rear its ugly head. Anyone in your
group deserve credit? Get busy.
While dwelling on this topic' I would like to again request that you
send in pictures.
I still have no Lood pictures of the 2lA, 12, 14,
and reperf (etc).
~-i*-1:~-~d<
W3LMC, Howard Snyder, is trying to install the Collins FSK circuit
in his Collins 310B, so far with' poor results.
Any suggestions? He
reports that W]RJA, Guy Knickeroocker, is going great guns and is
working toward bfgh p0woer on the two meter net. Howard has shown
his recently completed 8 rom documentary film of the teletype gang
to both of the Baltimore radio clubs and they enjoyed it.
W6HWW, Ernie Hammer, is in the process of trading two of his model
12 s for a model 26- a good trade I think. Ernie gives the following
'
references
on TT 1'0; those of'you who wish to read up on such matters:
1) ELECTRICAL COMMUNICATION, Second Edition; Albert; 1940
2) ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS HANDBOOK, communication Electronics, Third
edition; pender-HcIlwain; Volume V; 1936.
Albert gives a list of references, some of which describe teletypewriters as well as systems. He strongly recommends "FUNDAMENTALS OF
TELETYPEWRITERS USED IN THE .BELL SySTEM" by E.F. watson (Bell system
Tech~ical Jour~al, october 1938).
On the adjustment of polar relays
see bulletIn ot: C.? Clare &. Co" "THE CARPENTER POLJ..RIZEDREUS,
TYPE 3 " in sales Engineering Bulletin #110.
This publication describes'various carpenter relays and gives test circuits and methods
for testine re-a3s-

There is a well known psychological principle called "projection" which points out that we see in others mere reflections of
ourselves.
Thus the fellow who does not trust others surely cannot be trusted himself.
What fault do you seem to find in others
rather conSistently? Hmmm? Naturally your suspicions will be wel:
founded.
After all, when you treat people with distrust they are
not going to bend over backward to do right by you.
There is a
greater chance that they will try to "teach you a lesson."
This<
lesson is well taught in tha~ it verifies your suspicions and it
is then obvious that your distrust was well founded.
Do you not
frequently reflect the personality of others when you are with
them? We all do it, but frequently are not aware of doing it.
Anent this topic is a certain paranoia that creeps up on people from time to time. Now and then John (W2BFD) gets a check
for equipment and sends on the funds to A.P., W.U., etc., and then
for some reason the printer is slow in being delivered. First
thing you know the check sender decides he has been cheated and
starts a flow of registered letters and telegrams, etc. Such has
happened to both John and myself and we both have the normal reaction to it: "teach him a lesson."
Neither of us is in the slightest bit interested in cheating anybody, as you may realize from
getting to know us through this Bulletin, and the best thing to do
when you get en attack of uncertainty is to drop us a note asking
what the score is, politely.
.,l- 'h•. ~

*

i~

Another propaganda 3ervice of W2NSD is an occasional radio or
TV broadcast via commercial channels to the world at large praising highly our mighty works.
Dunno if any of you happened to be
tuned in on CBS-TV on Xmas day, but if you were you probably got
a good look and listen to me telling about amateur radio and amateur radio teletype on the "There1s One In Every Family" program.
They had a quiz after my spiel in which I went all the way and won
a few prizes and money, $140.
On Sunday, January 11th, I made my
debut on the Voice of America with a fifteen minute discussion of
the new teletype regulations.
I gave out our calling frequencies
and asked for reports of reception of our signals.
We shall see.
Heathkit
Heathkit Grid Dip Meter came the other day. I followed the instructions carefully and got the thing together and working in two and a half
hours. A~ first impression is that it does a good job as a grid-dip
meter, but lacks sensitivityas a wavemeter. My tuned circuit-1N34-20
microamp meter wave-meter gave way over full scale reading on circuits
where the Heathkit gave no indicationat all. It would not therefore
seem that the wave-meter function is adequately sensitive for de-TVI'ing
rigs•.For normal ham-shack use and regular grid-dip runct.ronsthis would
seem to be worth at least twice the $20 price tag. I had a lot of fun
going through all of the various receivers and concerterswhich I had
attempted to get working in the past and then shelved and finding out
what frequencies I had gotten the tuned circuits on. The two meter receiver never worked well. Come to find out the tuned worked from 165-190
mcs. No wonder. Yessir, should have had this contraptiona long time ago.
My

Look back for a moment at the second sentence in the previous paragraph. There is clearly indicated a tendencywhich has flowered into almost standard practice. When it takes you ~ hours to put together a kit
how long do you claim it took you? Would you ever round it off and say
it took about three hours? Why is it so important to have put it together
quickly? If someone else told you that they had put the kit together in
three hours would you say that that is about what it took you, or would
you mention that it took you 2~, or maybe, just to really put him in his
place, would you claim an hour and a half? Suppose I said that I had put
it together in a half hour. What would you think of that?
In Swap & Shop W8llKS said that he estimates 80 minutes as par for this
kit, And thatit took him onl, I'i'i
minutes from the time he opened the box
unt.Llh•.had checked a tuned <.1 cui. I didn't make the course in par.

page ten
page eleven
W2AKE, Andy Stavros, writes: "How I got started on this RTTY ••• is a
long story, but it all began last May when I unknowingly parked my ten
meter wlilp equipped can in front of W2BFD's shop ••..•.. I waitod four
months for my printer and then it took me another four months to complete my panel, but I finally got on two meter RTTY on January 5th with
very favorable results •.••• ;,3 years old, Single, have all my own teeth,
work for Kollsm~l Instrument Corp. as an electronic lab assistant .••••
During the latter part of the war I was installing RTTY equipment for the
Air Force overseas •••I edited and compiled an RTTY manual for the A.F.
back in 1944 •••I'm all for the RTTY callbook idea •.••I think the August
1946 CQ page 15 has something worth reprinting in your CQ articles. It
is a TT code chart showing all arrangements ••••I also have a tape recorder and hope to find time someday to enjoy it with good music •••maybe we could swap tapes ••• ordered a 2lA printer •••will use as a st~~dby
and spare to experiment with electronic keying and distributors •• ,."
W6NYI, San Francisco, writes: "Why have not the systems described in
the following articles been mentioned more often in amateur teletype
circles?
"A New Noise-Reducing System for C.W. Reception" by Don Hings,
QST June '47, page 21; "Teletype Reception with Make-Break Keying" by
D.A. Griffin, QST June '49, page 24. Both of these systems make use of
the fact that amplitude modulatio!1 of a continuous wave (such as that
caused by the presence of noise) can be eliminated by limiting. Detection of such a limited signal by an ~mplitude detector produces no audio,
only a d.c. component.
On the other hand limiting of noise alone does
not prevent an audio signal after detection.
Thus the presence of an
audio Signal after detection corresponds to the off period of on-off
keying and on rectification could be utilized for keying a local oscillator for manual copying or for keying a local d.c. supply for the
operation of a teleprinter.
The difference between the tliO systems
listed above seems to be that the first depends on naturally present
noise such as receiver noise, static, etc •• to produce the audio signal during the off period while the second utilizes a blocking oscillator to perform this function."
W6NRM, Bob Weitbrecht: "I believe that the FCC has given us a fair set
of rules for a starter, and the fact that they have invited us to help
revise the rule's later on indicates that they are wholeheartedly in
sympathy with our RTTY experiments.
So let each of us write Mr. Slowie
a letter of appreciation for all he has done."
Joe Doane, South Bend, has invested in a typewriter (hooray) and is now
readable.
Joe, an old hand at TT, is busy writing up dope on distr:l.butors. He has started construction on his own, mounting it on an old
274N chassis.
Lou Buck, the patron saint of most C~~adian RTTY'ers, should have his
ham ticket soon, being spurred on by the new TT regulations.
WIHOD, Al Webb, Holyoke, expects to be active on two meters in a couple weeks. So far WIEVZ has been holding down the Holyoke end of TT
and has been working out every now and then down to N.J. Both are
going to get set up on FSK soon and you will be hearing them on 40.
W5AIE, John Lewis. Jr., McComb, Miss., reports: "W5MXJ, Bill Kelly,
New Orleans, has model 12 printers (no keyboards) and a receiving
converter (W40LL) under construction. I have a couple of 12 pr:l.nters
without KEYBOARDS and a W40LL converter under construction. Also have
a tape perforator on hand and have a tape transmitter and d:l.str:l.butor
on order with the VHF Teletype Society. When I get enough equipment
together to make them go I hope to pass one outfit along to W5RCI,
Marks, Miss., or W5'JTI, Jackson, Miss.
Both are active on 144 mc, as
are W5MXJ and myself, and we hope to get someth:l.ngcooking before
long."
W6AEE, Merrill Swan, reports that some of the west coast gang are
£ettir.g together a bulletin for local consumption.
Bert, W6CL, apparently will do the printing in his shop.
¥'7HPH, Bob Gregory, wants to put Idaho on the air with TT. Bob is
superintendent of the Bydro-Electric Powerplant for the Bureau of
Reclamation at Anderson Dam.

Conrad Roberts, who b ecarue interested in ham TT while in the Army Ln
Alaska, is now home in Merchantvi'lle,' N.J. and has a model 2lA that
,he haa been putting into commission.
He hooked up a power supply for
it and a distributor, only to be met by a "holy cast" of noise. Now
he is working on a keyer.
BOOK AVAIIJ,BLE: "Teletype Instruction Manual #26, issue 1, April 1943;
Model 19." is available from Fred pearsall, 200 W. Merrick Rd, Freeport, LINY. Would like to swap for radio books or money.
VE2AKT, Benny Halickrnan, has his model 12 and expects to be there with
us on the low frequencies as soon as the D.O.T. extends the canadian
amateurs the new priviledges.
Unofficial, but reliable word comes from Canada that the VE's will get
the same new regulations for FSK-RTTY that we have and that it will be
effective on the same day as our regulations: February 20, 1953.
W%HFU, George Mellon, is busy building a new panel, having sold his
old one to W¢BP (who is having a picniC with it and the VT keyer copying all of the commercial s:l.gnals(FSK) available).
George is looking
for a panadaptor with the idea of using a 2 kc sweep for Viewing the
mark and space signals of RTTY stations.
He is another member of the
multi-project gang and, in addition to his regular job, he is putting
in a mobile transmitter, putting up a beam, and installing radio equipment at the st. Paul Airport tower.
W6KYV, Dave Kennedy, now has the last piece of equipment necessary to
really speed up traffic handling to the far east: his reperforator.
There is still the problem of running a model 12 at 4:30 in the morning to be met. I suggest that althollgh the regular model 12 table
appears to be cushioned that tremendous improvement can be had by removing :l.tand mounting the printer on sponge rubber cushions.
I am pleased to report that this month I have had about five times
as many letters from newly interested fellows as in the past. The CQ
column certainly has been getting the word around. W2EHW, Murray Cohen, has plunged right into the middle of things by building the W2PAT
conve rt er- out of the January QST.
Say, what do you think of that converter?
It is gratifying to notice that QST is also gi ving some Lnt'or=
mation on RTTY .in spite of the official ARRL attempts to restrict our
operation to the Novice section of 40 meters.
Must be some crossed
wire a there s omewhe r-e,
W3MKZ, Bob Quenstedt, has ordered a printer and :l.sinterested
ing with the solution to the electronic distributor problem.

in help-

W9FJO, George sensibar, has acquired a model 12 and expects to be ready
to go with :l.tsoon. He is a bit worried about the noise problem of the
old monster and is quite interested in finding one of the newer model
machines.
If you have a model 26,,14, or 15 that you would like to
sell or trade for, by all means let him know. QTH: 1333 Birchwood, Chicago 26. With George going hot and strong there may be more stations
getting on the air out in Chicago.
W2FTH, Dave Metal,

is still hoping for some interest in 220 mc RTTY.

WIEXZ, Bob curtis, is looking around for a model 12 at a reasonable
price.
Bob works for the Telephone Company and does teletype work so
he knows most of the answers.
He further reports that interest :l.nTT
is on the upswing in New Hampshire with a couple of other fellows in
Manchester thinking of going on.
W2NSD, me, needs a couple 4D21's for a two meter r:l.g(4-125A's). I
have some 5D21' s and a whole s Lew of other tubes for swapping, any
takers? Also looking around for recording tape. I have a few band
pass filters, a bit higher than the RTTY tones, with three toroids
in each filter o r $4 each. Ideal fnr band-pass RTTY input filter.
W6NRM/W9TCJ h
MARS net on
H40LL 8..'1d ~:

-",en,:arming up for FSK operation b: ~':opyingthc
ko that was mentioned in an ear: ,: 3Jlletin.
tve been copied pretty well in s~:',' 01' QRH (c.w.).

TELETYPE P~INTE~S

TO OPERATE A PR'NTER
YOU REQUIRE:-1. RADIO RECEIVER
2. SELECTIVE FILTER AND AMPLIFIER
3. POLAR RELAY
4. RECEIVING DISTRIBUTOR
5. 110 VOLT r.c. POWER SUPPLY

and Accessories

IM,II1EDIIITE
DELIVE~Y
While

They

Last

MODEL 12:

Page Printer complete with keyboard,
relay, distributors,
cover, table,
for d.c. voltages.
110 a.c. input.

MODEL 12:
MODEL 12:

Page printer

same

Page Printer
of printer

with base,
covered.

MODEL 21A:
MODEL 12:
ALSO:

Tape

Printers

Replacement

but less keyboard.

table,

Hith

covers.

PARTS,

cartons

and lower

half

of them.

Multiplex lA Tape Transmitters.
D.P.-D.T. 12,000 ohm relays for W2BFD panels.
FL-8 Filters.
(See October 1952 Bulletin)

D.C. Motors for
AND:
Circuit Diagram
MODEL 21 A:
A~~OW APPLIANCE COMPANY
BOX 19, BOSTON I, MASS.
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and printer~.
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